
PREVENTING THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF METEORS ON PLANET EARTH

Asteroid impact avoidance comprises a number of methods by which near-Earth objects (NEO) could be diverted,
preventing destructive impact It was then determined that a deflection from this potential return trajectory, and
characterize certain near-Earth asteroids and comets" was introduced in March by Rep.

Both of these gases are greenhouse gases which scatter solar radiation and create a warming effect. Meteors
are glowing fragments of rock matter from outside the Earth's atmosphere that burn and glow upon entering
the Earth's atmosphere. Schweickart, Edward T. The idea remains theoretical for now; much of the necessary
technology only recently became available, and such a mission might be very expensive. The frequency at
which meteorites of different sizes strike the Earth depends on the size of the objects, as shown in the graph
below. December Learn how and when to remove this template message The ellipses in the diagram on the
right show the predicted position of an example asteroid at closest Earth approach. With enough lead time,
even a very small change in momentum will be enough to deflect its path and cause it to miss the Earth. The
killer could not come from the asteroid belt. The most likely approach, based on a recent study Scientists
design conceptual asteroid deflector and evaluate it against massive potential threat would be to explode
multiple nuclear warheads right next to the asteroid, vaporizing part of its surface and changing its orbit. It
could be 6 month or 6, years, so we need to invest in a preparedness plan to locate and divert the big rock to
harmlessly miss us. These could easily flood the interior of continents. The chances of a comet or large
asteroid heading for Earth are high The meteors in our night sky are visible evidence of bodies of this type
burning up high in the atmosphere. A gravity tractor would likely have to spend several years beside the
asteroid to be effective. Law[ edit ] The use of nuclear explosive devices is an international issue and will need
to be addressed[ according to whom? This involves developing new technologies for "rapid-response NEO
[near-Earth object] reconnaissance missions," in which a spacecraft could launch toward an Earth-bound
asteroid and somehow change the space rock's course so that it no longer posed a threat. They are easily
recognized because they have a much higher density than normal crustal rocks. However it is difficult to test
panspermia theories fully without exploring or surveying a huge amount of space. Many meteor showers may
be caused by the Earth crossing an orbit of a fragmented comet. Artistic illustration of an asteroid approaching
Earth. With computers, we can plot their future paths orbits to identify which ones are on a path to hit the
Earth. The general consensus is summarized here. The Perseid Shower, results from passage through one of
these belts every year in mid-August, and Leonid shower occurs in mid-November. But will it work? Other
Sources While the asteroid belt seems like the most likely source of meteorites, some meteorites appear to
have come from other places. Scientists, using ground-based telescopes, can detect the asteroids as they near
the planet, but the distance in which they are able to detect them depends on the size and brightness of the
object. Chapman in  In addition, it's difficult for astronomers to model an exact track due to forces like solar
wind, aviation pressure and the uncertainty of the exact shape of the object," Pete Worden, adviser on space
resources to the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, told ABC News. This committee created the International
Asteroid Warning Network IAWN â€” a group of asteroid-tracking astronomers and observatories around the
world â€” to help facilitate the sharing of observations and other useful data about NEOs. In the summer of ,
NASA's DART mission , which stands for Double Asteroid Redirection Test , will demonstrate a kinetic
impactor technique on a double asteroid -- essentially bumping the smaller asteroid -- to see how much they
can move it. While the new report doesn't ask NASA scientists to start planning for additional missions, it
does request that the agency "identify opportunities in existing and planned telescope programs to improve
detection and tracking by enhancing the volume and quality of current data streams. They appear to have
formed by rapid melting followed by rapid cooling early in the history of the solar system.


